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Pasteurization.

The quality of butter produred by cream-gathering creameries would be
improved by the adoption of pasteurization. This treatment, however, has
proved relatively more beneficial to sweet cream than to cream which has
been allowed to ripen. The pasteurization of rine cream may be considered
to be yet in an experimenUl stage.

The chief advantages of pasteurization are :

I. A butter of mild flavor may be produced, and food flavors largely over-
come.

a. Better keeping qualities may be imparted to the butter.
'

3. Greater uniformity obtained in the product.
The foUowing disadvantages are found :

1. An increase in the cost of manufacture, which may be accounted form the cost of the outfit, labor involved and the expense of fuel.
2. The absolute necesssity for good facilities for cooling. Where eith.-r

water or ice is scarce, this adds considerable to the cost of manufacture. \
pasteurizing plant is not complete without an eflFective continuous cooler.

The addition of from 10 to 20 per cent, of good culture will improve the
butter made from pasteurized cream. As this increases the volume of cream
for churning. ,t ,s well to have the fat content 0: the cream intended for
pasteurization not lower than 30 per cent.

Churxin(j.
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P"'"7*'^« '" the form of b'oracic acid in the proportion ofone-half per cent. ,s used to improve the keeping quality of saltless Wter
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